Analysis of Ketso data

Hints and tips for using the data analysis
spreadsheet: Part Two – more info on
coding

The ‘Charts & Tables’ button allows you to create charts from
the data, giving another way to look for patterns and a useful
resource for reporting. For example…

You can see the total number of leaf types. Note that the
numbers may be affected by the workshop process, e.g. if
people were asked to only put in one key challenge each.
Great Manchester Wetlands Partnership
Ideas by Leaf Type
118

1 What is working?

167

2 Future possibilities

94

3 Why don't the unengaged volunteer?

101

4 What do you get from volunteering?
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You can see the distribution of leaf types by branch (themes
given to structure discussion).
Great Manchester Wetlands
Partnership
Ideas
By Branch – Leaf Types By Branch
Awareness Raising and Education
Communication
Implementation and Practical Activities
Planning and Decision Making
Citizen Science
Warm-up exercise
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3 Why don't the unengaged volunteer?
Friends+feeling better fun!

4 What do you get from volunteering?
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Note that the ones with fewest ideas are usually emergent
branches & likely to have only been at one table (exercise
caution in interpretation & usually focus on pre-set branches.
Great Manchester Wetlands
Partnership
Ideas
By Branch – Leaf Types By Branch
Awareness Raising and Education
Communication
Implementation and Practical Activities
Planning and Decision Making
Citizen Science
Warm-up exercise
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3 Why don't the unengaged volunteer?
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You can see the distribution of leaf types by felt (this can help
with comparisons between workshops or groups).
Great Manchester Wetlands Partnership
Leaf Types by Felt
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2 Future possibilities
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3 Why don't the unengaged volunteer?
4 What do you get from volunteering?
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There are columns to enable further analysis after the data is
entered. You can have as many as you like, and rename them.
Each time you start to enter data in one, a new column appears

We have a few suggestions for columns that are useful – have
a column for ‘notes and thoughts’ & 1 or more for ‘tags’ – to
note themes

Project ideas & Noteworthy ideas – a snapshot
You may also want to have columns for ‘Actionable’ or ‘Project
ideas’ – so that as you are going through the data, you can
note seeds of future projects or concrete actions that could be
taken.
A ‘noteworthy’ column means that you can get a snapshot of
the ideas that strike you as you go through the data (you may
even want to have more than one of these if more than one
person is coding).
These just give you further filters for analysis and reporting
later and can help you make sense of the data as a practical
resource.

It can be useful to have a column for ‘quotes’ – you can just put
a y there – and later you can filter just for these ideas, so you
can get words from participants to enliven a report.

It is possible to do a systematic, line by line coding of the data
(though this is not always necessary, it depends what you want
to get out of any analysis).

You can look for emerging themes, and/or you can use an
existing framework & see which ideas fit with it, e.g. the criteria
for a funding bid, a research framework, your strategic goals.

You can see charts of types of ideas by the themes you have
used to ‘code the data’ (if the analyst has used this function)
Great Manchester Wetlands Partnership

This can help you to notice surprising emergent themes….
Number of Ideas by Cross-Cutting Theme

Big Society and the Environment North West
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… For instance a major theme to emerge from a workshop
about the Big Society which was run with environmental groups
Number of Ideas by Cross-Cutting Theme

Big Society and the Environment North West
Finance
Sustainability and integration

Top three themes:
•Finance

Inequality and power
Support and facilitation
Capacity building
Partnerships and sharing
Motivation

•Sustainability &
integration

Levels of scale
Democracy
Perceptions
Accountability and gaps
Learning from each other

•Inequality & power
•(and this had the
most challenges)

Time
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Creativity and design
Use of natural resources
Volunteering opportunities
New business models
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Assets and ownership
Planning system
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Sometimes you find out things that surprise you and your
participants (yellow was: why do people engage?
Great Manchester Wetlands Partnership

You can create a hierarchy of themes, using more than one
column – this enables you to sort and filter the data for both
presentation and analysis

Dementia Action Alliance, over 1000
ideas ended up in three broad themes
Ideas Shown by Broad Category

Support and health & socialcare services

Support and Health & Social Care Services

What a dementia friendly
society would be like

Dementia Friendly Society

Healthy lifestyles for people
with dementia and their
carers
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Each broad theme was coded with a series of sub-themes (in
an iterative process cycling between broad themes and more
detailed / fine grained themes
Support and Health & Social-care Services

Desired qualities of
support & services

Desired Qualities Of Support & Services

Kinds of support
needed

1 What is helpful?

Kinds Of Support Needed

2 What is unhelpful?
3 What could be different?
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Each sub-theme had in turn a more detailed set of themes
(which in this case was where a lot of the interesting ideas
emerged)
Support and Health & Social-care Services
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Here you can see that there were some striking patterns in
the distribution of ideas
Desired Qualities of Support & Services
Joined-up Collaboration & Partnership
Available & Sufficient
Co-produced with People with Dementia & Carers
Early / Timely Interventions
Informed About Dementia
Consistent & Reliable
Person-centred
GP Involvement
Age Appropriate
Responsive & Flexible
Culturally Appropriate
Active Roles for People with Dementia
Accessible
Helpful & Understanding
Good Two Way Communication
Holistic
Local
In Person
Diversity Aware
Affordable
Sensitive
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Desired qualities of support & services – some key areas
to look into in more detail – go back to the data
1. Joined-up Collaboration & Partnership
2. Available & sufficient
3. Co-production of services
4. Early / timely Interventions
5.Staff informed about Dementia
6. Consistent & reliable

You may wish to report key ideas to emerge under the
themes that you have developed in coding (simple
synthesis for people who may not look at an excel sheet)

Examples of different kinds of coding: thematic &
theoretical AND/OR pragmatic & practical coding
(ending mental health stigma – SeeMe Scotland)

Questions answered by participants
1) Why?
1) What to change, and how to change it?
1) Where, when, who?
1) What to do?

Framework component
Vision of Success
ABC-D
Contexts
Potential projects

More thematic & theoretical

ABC-D Overview
Attitudes (negative & positive)
Behaviours (negative & positive)
Professional standards
Social acceptability
Conditions (negative & positive)
Embedded/structural S&D
Systemic conditions

More pragmatic & practical
Change Contexts (broad) – Where, Who, When
Society in general
Neighbourhood and community
People With Lived Experience (PWLE)
Circle of support
Policy / Governance / Law
Public services
Health Services
Mental Health Services
Partnerships and collaboration
Mainstream education
Media / Press
Workplace

Some more hints on coding

Filtering data
• Each column has a
square button with a
downward arrow at the
top
• These can be used to
filter the data, e.g.
• Show only the
‘Education’ branch’

Sorting with the drop down button

• You can sort data easily
by using the arrow button
next to every column

Filtering by key word
• The filters can be used
to filter the data in lots
of different ways, e.g.
• Show only those leaves
that contain a particular
key word or phrase –
such as ‘schools’ or
‘rural’ ‘mental health’

• You can use this to
quickly search and
code for key words

Advice for coding
• Go for the quick wins first! Coding can be
overwhelming, especially when it is a big dataset.
• Add as many columns as you need
• Keep a column for questions / confusing areas,
especially if there is more than one person coding
• Keep a column just for quick ideas and notes,
especially if you are using a pre-set coding scheme –
don’t lose thoughts as you go along

• It is a good idea if possible to have more than one
person coding for themes to cross-check – but this
does require communication and checking in!

What if the way people have used
branches and leaves seem confused?
• Ideas can pop up across branches, these may
suggest an emergent theme – use columns for this
• Colours can be messed up – either because:
• people got confused and used the wrong colour
• they have just had an idea and written it down
• the stage of green leaves (future possibilities) often
merges into yellow (goals / visions of success)
• one person’s ‘what is working’ (brown) is another
person's ‘future idea’ (green)

• You may choose to change the colour or branch –
but note in a column that you have done so

Making the most of your analysis
• After any stages of coding, it is a good idea to do a
visual and numerical analysis on the new columns to
get some powerful charts and see what patterns are
emerging
• When you write the report, make sure to crosscheck with icons so that ideas marked as important
get special attention

You may even want to make a ‘word cloud’ of the words in the
cross cutting themes (or the words on leaves, but they will need
editing to get to key words) – see http://www.wordle.net/

There are lots of resources on the Ketso website to help.

The FAQs link to examples of reports – from simple summaries to full reports:
http://ketso.com/faqs#reports
Further examples of reports can be found throughout the case studies:
http://ketso.com/examples-case-studies
The software can be downloaded here:
http://ketso.com/resources-downloads/downloads/software

Joe Brady, Head of Integration Services
Scottish Refugee Council
“I have discovered that using the Ketso
spreadsheet allows the analyst to see surprising
themes from the synthesis of participants’ ideas
that may run counter to the dominant power
structures and perceived wisdom.
Ketso is unique in its ability to not only surface
new thoughts but also to provide a credible and
traceable evidence base for recommendations
that emerge from consultation.”

